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Abstract—Bufferless network operation is favorable in many
application domains such as industrial networks, on-chip net-
works and optical packet switching (OPS). The main challenge
with zero buffers is the avoidance or handling of contention;
indeed, many domain-specific contention resolution techniques
have been proposed in the literature. In this paper, we propose a
generic combined forward error correction (FEC) and network
coding (NC) scheme, which mitigates the negative impact of
contentions at the network layer. Specifically, we present a case
study for OPS utilizing FEC at the ingress node and NC at
an intermediary optical packet switch to reduce packet loss
due to contention. Our analysis shows that if used in a smart
way, our mechanism can reduce decoding error and packet loss
with multiple orders of magnitude while adhering to buffering
limitations and meeting delay requirements. We believe that such
a combined coding scheme has the potential to be utilized both in
OPS (data center and core networks) and other networks where
(near-)zero buffers are required.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, networking technology has become a key ingre-
dient in many application domains. Each application domain
comes with its own set of functional and non-functional
requirements, such as ultra-low delay for real-time systems or
energy efficient operation for embedded systems. Interestingly,
the performance requirements of several application domains
can be satisfied by bufferless operation, i.e., by using (near)-
zero buffers in the forwarding elements of the corresponding
networks. In turn, bufferless operation requires either avoiding
or handling contention events, when multiple packets are
aligned to be forwarded by the same element.
For example, wireless industrial automation networks op-
erate in synchronous mode (for deterministic data delivery)
and in a multi-hop fashion (as these networks are large)
with strict delay requirements between sensor and actuator. A
bufferless design can satisfy these requirements, if appropriate
system-wide transmission scheduling is applied to avoid con-
tention events at in-network switches [1]. Furthermore, on-chip
networks, connecting multiple cores in an integrated circuit,
have energy consumption, spatial density and complexity
constraints in addition to requiring ultra-low communication
delay [2]. Techniques such as contention-aware scheduling
[3] and specialized flow control [4] have been proposed and
studied to enable efficient bufferless operation. Finally, Optical
Packet Switching (OPS), a potential all-optical networking
architecture enabling statistical multiplexing, requires a very
low packet loss rate while avoiding the use of expensive op-
tical buffering [5]. Therefore, several complicated contention
avoidance and resolution techniques have been proposed [6].
We believe that all of these application domains can benefit
from a unified approach to contention handling by means of
a smart coding scheme. Throughout this paper, we focus on
the OPS domain; however, our overall design and high-level
findings could potentially be transferred to some or all of the
above-mentioned application domains.
OPS has become a resurgent topic in the research com-
munity. One reason is the rise of interest in energy efficient
communications [7]. If implemented with all-optical con-
tention resolution, completely eliminating store-and-forward
operation, OPS has the potential to reduce overall network
energy consumption by an order of magnitude. Another strong
driver behind OPS is the emergence of cloud computing
and the underlying virtual and physical data center infras-
tructure. OPS is able to enhance the performance of data
center networks by providing large-capacity and fast switching
capability [8]. When combined with the Software-Defined
Networking (SDN) paradigm (where a slower control plane
is decoupled from a faster data plane), OPS [9] and hybrid
optical packet/circuit switching [10] are both shown to deliver
high performance. Still, optical contention resolution is quite
challenging to implement in a cost efficient manner, while
keeping packet loss rates low. Several techniques have been
proposed in order to deal with such packet loss, e.g., the
use of wavelength conversion, fiber-delay line buffering and
deflection routing [6]. Wavelength conversion is efficient but
potentially expensive, fiber-delay lines try to mimic electronic
buffering, and are therefore costly and of limited use, while
the performance of deflection routing largely depends on the
network topology.
Putting these specific contention resolution mechanisms
aside, packet loss in a communication network is very often
alleviated by smart coding techniques. For example, in the con-
text of OPS, the Network Layer Packet Redundancy Scheme
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Fig. 1. Contention resolution in OPS
(NLPRS) utilizes Forward Error Correction (FEC) at an OPS
ingress router [11] to minimize packet loss. This mechanism
largely increases the probability of successful packet reception
at the respective egress router at the cost of some extra
traffic inside the optical network. Another coding technique
for mitigating packet loss proposed by many researchers for
wireless networks is network coding (NC), e.g. [12]. By
combining packets using NC (through an NC shim between
the MAC and IP layers), packet loss (induced by the wireless
medium) can be greatly reduced. A straightforward application
of the above network coding technique is not feasible in OPS
due to the lack of store-and-forward capabilities; however,
with OPS being a loss system at the network level, the idea
of combining packets which would otherwise be dropped is
intriguing.
In this paper, we combine forward error correction and
network coding in order to achieve very low packet loss rates
in all-optical packet-switched networks. Rather than coupling
FEC together with a randomly chosen contention resolution
technique, we actually build on the redundancy introduced
by FEC when applying network coding at the optical packet
switch. By carefully selecting contention events at which we
code the colliding packets together instead of dropping one
of them, NC can transfer this redundancy across different
packet flows. This both increases the probability of successful
decoding and achieves a lower data packet loss rate. Our
main contribution is twofold: (i) we introduce the design of
the combined coding scheme and (ii) we model the case
of a single optical packet switch as a bufferless network
coding system, and provide an analytical characterization of
the decoding probability and the data packet loss rate. Note
that implementation details are out of scope for this paper;
nevertheless, we do provide a discussion on the limitations of
our work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the proposed combined forward error correction and
network coding framework. Section III presents the analytical
model and the resulting decoding probabilities and packet loss
rates. We provide a discussion on limitations and future work
in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. COMBINING FEC AND NETWORK CODING
Combining channel coding and physical network coding
has been proposed for wireless networks [13], where the
broadcast nature of the wireless medium can be exploited
to boost throughput. In case of OPS networks on the other
hand, the combination of the two coding paradigms can help
reduce packet loss. We combine forward error correction at
the edge of the optical network with network coding in the
core optical packet switches. Note that another type of FEC is
used in optical transmission at very high speeds in connection
with advanced modulation schemes [14]. Moreover, the use
of NC has been proposed at the optical layer for dedicated
protection [15]. In this paper, we utilize FEC at the network
layer operating on data packets, and NC inside optical packet
switches.
A. Forward error correction at the edge
FEC is widely used in communication systems to ensure
successful transmission over unreliable channels. We consider
utilizing a Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) (n, k) linear
block code, where every k units of information are encoded
into n units of information, which are linear combinations
of the k original units. The redundant r = n − k units are
responsible for error control; in our case this means alleviating
packet loss due to contentions in OPS. Intuitively, to be able to
recover the k original information units, any k out of n coded
units are needed for decoding at the destination. MDS codes
reach the Singleton-bound [16]. The popular Reed-Solomon
(RS) codes belong to the MDS class; throughout this paper, we
assume systematic RS codes in line with [17] when mentioning
FEC.
FEC encoding and decoding take place at the electronic
ingress and egress router at the edge of the OPS network,
similarly to NLPRS [11]. Data packets arrive from access
networks to an electronic ingress router of the OPS network.
Upon arrival, packets are grouped according to their access
network destination. Packets with the same destination access
network (i.e., egress router) form a packet set of size k (k
being a small integer). The k packets in a set are encoded
into n packets by adding r redundancy packets via FEC. All
packets should have the same size that is at least the size of
the largest data packet in the packet set.
FEC is shown to reduce packet loss rates by orders of
magnitude in certain scenarios [11]. However, a low code rate
(k/n) implying high overhead (r/k) introduces unfavorable
burstiness in addition to decreased resource utilization, calling
for smarter techniques. On the one hand, electronic FEC can
be combined with any contention resolution scheme operating
in the OPS core. On the other hand, choosing a contention
resolution scheme which actually builds on the strengths of
FEC is highly desirable.
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Fig. 2. FEC combined with NC. A, B and C are ingress/egress routers. Two packet sets from different ingress nodes contend at the optical switch.
B. Adding contention resolution: network coding
Contention resolution is a central topic in optical packet
switching: contention can occur when multiple packets are
assigned to the same output wavelength. Since it is very
unlikely in a properly designed optical packet switch that more
than 2 packets contend for the same wavelength at the same
time, we focus on the 2-packet case. The default behavior in
this case is to drop one of the packets randomly (see Fig. 1(a)).
If contention is not handled properly, packet loss rate inside the
optical network can be prohibitively high. Therefore, several
techniques have been proposed in the literature. Established
methods for handling contentions include Fiber Delay Line
(FDL) buffering (Fig. 1(b)) and wavelength conversion (Fig.
1(c)). Both of these techniques work well, but (i) they are
quite costly in terms of extra hardware, and (ii) they operate
independently from the FEC mechanism.
We propose using simple XOR network coding for con-
tention resolution in the optical packet switch (see Fig. 1(d)).
Note that optical XOR logic exists, enabling packets to stay
in the optical domain [18]. Although not providing contention
resolution in itself, NC can build on the redundancy in packet
sets introduced by the FEC. Specifically, NC can transfer
the redundancy inherent in an encoded packet set to the
contending packet set by binding the packet sets together.
This way, the original information in both packets sets can be
recovered with higher probability at the corresponding egress
router. There are two main requirements in terms of successful
decoding at the egress. First, we only XOR packets if their
corresponding packet sets are headed towards the same egress
router. Note that this is not guaranteed for every contending
packet set pair: being switched to the same wavelength gener-
ally means only a common next hop. Second, at least k packets
from one of the packet sets have to be transmitted successfully.
The resulting joint error-correcting/network coding scheme
can be seen in Fig. 2.
An example with multiple contentions and a (3, 2) MDS
code is provided in Fig. 2. Assume that packets from two
sources A and B, (two different ingress nodes) but with the
same destination egress, contend at an OPS core node. Packet
a1 is discarded, however, packet a2⊕b2 is transmitted instead
of discarding either a2 or b2. Thus, at the OPS egress node,
packet b2 is reconstructed using the remaining packets from
sender B; a2 is reconstructed from b2 and a2 ⊕ b2; and
finally a1 is reconstructed from the packet ar and the newly
reconstructed a2. Reconstruction would not be possible if a2
was dropped instead of being intercoded with b2.
Since the utilized FEC is indeed a systematic RS code, the
actual decoding process depends on which type of packets
have been successfully received and XOR-ed, respectively.
Using the example in Fig. 2, there are two different cases:
• We have ar, b1, br and a2⊕b2: we first RS-decode to get
b2, then XOR a2 ⊕ b2 ⊕ b2 = a2, then RS-decode to get
a1. In total, we have to perform two RS-decoding and
one XOR operation to recover all original information.
• On the contrary, if we would have a2, b1, b2 and ar⊕br:
we first RS-encode to get br, then XOR ar⊕br⊕br = ar,
then RS-decode to get a1. In total, we have to perform one
RS-encoding, one RS-decoding and one XOR operation.
Network coding enables redundancy to carry over from one
packet set into the other by XORing them together. If there
are multiple contentions inside a packet set, it is not trivial
which combination of XORing and random dropping (which
is the default operating mode of an optical packet switch)
maximizes the available information for decoding at the egress.
We expect that the best strategy largely depends on the value
of contention probability and the FEC code parameters; we
analyze this issue in Section III.
Furthermore, when considering packet sets traveling across
multiple packet switches inside an OPS domain, it is not
straightforward to ensure an optimal mixture of coding and
dropping inside a packet set. Indeed, designing a coordina-
tion mechanism among packet switches constitutes important
future work for us.
III. ANALYSIS
Here we provide an analysis of our coding scheme as used in
a simplified setting, where all packets pass through exactly one
optical packet switch. We derive the condition under which our
scheme provides a higher probability of successful decoding
than bare FEC. Furthermore, we characterize the resulting
data packet loss rates, which in turn determines the resource
efficiency of the system.
A. Decoding probability
Assume that packets from two different ingress nodes arrive
at the same destination. We denote the two sources to be A and
B. Packets may collide at an OPS core node. When contention
occurs, for instance packet ai and packet bi are aligned to the
same output wavelength, by random dropping either ai or bi
will be randomly discarded; while by XOR, packet ai ⊕ bi is
transmitted. Furthermore, suppose that
• the optical packet switch has 0 buffer;
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• the transmission is slotted and synchronized;
• contention probability is p < 1/2 for each time slot;
• A and B use the same FEC;
• a header describing the information on the contentions is
sent to the decoder by using a separate, faster and secure
channel.
Let us consider the transmission of coded source A and
source B, i.e., packet sets a = a1 . . . an and b = b1 . . . bn,
through OPS. In order to evaluate the performance of the sys-
tem by the probability of unsuccessful decoding, we consider
the following two scenarios: 1) only random dropping; 2) first
XOR then random dropping. Our objective is to find out the
best strategy to use XOR and random dropping instead of
random dropping only, so that the probability of unsuccessful
decoding at the destination is minimized. Note that it is suffi-
cient to analyze the probability of unsuccessful decoding of a
only, since b has the same unsuccessful decoding probability
due to the symmetric roles they play in the transmission.
Denote the number of the contentions as nc; the number
of XORs as nx, the number of the randomly dropped packets
from the coded packet sets a and b as nac and n
b
c, respectively.
Clearly we have 0 ≤ nc ≤ n and 0 ≤ nac , nbc ≤ nc. Recall that
for each i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) contention occurs with a probability
p, and ai is dropped randomly with a probability 1/2. In the
case of nx = 0, we have
Pr(nc = t) =
(
n
t
)
pt(1− p)n−t;
Pr(nac = s|nc = t) =
(
t
s
)(
1
2
)t
.
1) FEC with random dropping: By the random-dropping
strategy, when a contention occurs to packets ai and bi, either
ai or bi is randomly discarded. In this case, the unsuccessful
decoding for a happens as the following event occurs:
• E : less than k packets from the coded source A are
received at the destination, i.e., more than r from n
packets are discarded during the transmission.
Event E takes place as nac ≥ r + 1. So we have the
probability of unsuccessful decoding for a to be pr and
pr = Pr(E) =
n∑
t=r+1
Pr(nc = t)
t∑
s=r+1
Pr(nac = s|nc = t)
=
n∑
t=r+1
(
n
t
)
pt(1− p)n−t
t∑
s=r+1
(
t
s
)(
1
2
)t
.
2) FEC with first-XOR-then-random dropping: In the ex-
tended system, the first approach we take is to employ XOR
at the first contention; and apply random dropping to the
subsequent contentions. In this case, the unsuccessful decoding
for a happens as the following events occur:
• E1 : more than r from n packets are discarded during the
transmission;
• E2 : k− 1 packets from a are received at the destination,
whilst the knowledge of b could not help to recover a
successfully.
Then the probability of unsuccessful decoding for a in this
case is px+r by
px+r = Pr(E1) + Pr(E2).
Events E1 and E2 take place as the XOR is employed at the
first contention. So we have in this case nx = 1 and
Pr(nx = 1, n
a
c = s|nc = t) =
(
t− 1
s
)(
1
2
)t−1
.
In particular, event E1 occurs as nac ≥ r + 1. Therefore,
Pr(E1)
=
n∑
t=r+2
Pr(nc = t)
t−1∑
s=r+1
Pr(nx = 1, n
a
c = s|nc = t)
=
n∑
t=r+2
(
n
t
)
pt(1− p)n−t
t−1∑
s=r+1
(
t− 1
s
)(
1
2
)t−1
.
Event E2 occurs as nx = 1, nac = r, and knowledge of b
at the destination could not help to recover a. We note that
if nbc ≤ r − 1, then at least k of n packets from source
B will be received at the destination, and thus, b will be
decoded successfully. Therefore, knowledge of b will clear the
confusion of the XOR and further help a to obtain one extra
packet, which in addition to another k − 1 packets from a, is
sufficient to have a recovered successfully. So event E2 takes
place only if nbc ≥ r. Recall that nx = 1, nac = r. Thus we
have nc = nx + nac + n
b
c ≥ 2r + 1. So
Pr(E2) =
n∑
t=2r+1
Pr(nc = t) Pr(nx = 1, n
a
c = r|nc = t)
=
n∑
t=2r+1
(
n
t
)
pt(1− p)n−t
(
t− 1
r
)(
1
2
)t−1
.
Note that in case of the sufficient redundancy such that r ≥
n/2, we have Pr(E2) = 0. Easily we have:
Theorem 1: First-XOR-then-random dropping is better than
random dropping in the terms of reducing the unsuccessful
decoding probability if r ≥ d(n− 1)/2e.
Proof: We can divide pr into two parts, i.e., pr = p1r+p
2
r,
p1r =
n−1∑
t=r+1
(
n
t
)
pt(1− p)n−t
t∑
s=r+1
(
t
s
)(
1
2
)t
;
p2r =
(p
2
)n n∑
s=r+1
(
n
s
)
.
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In case of r ≥ dn/2e, we have r ≥ n/2 and thus Pr(E2) =
0. We show that px+r < pr as follows:
px+r = Pr(E1)
=
n∑
t=r+2
(
n
t
)
pt(1− p)n−t
t−1∑
s=r+1
(
t− 1
s
)(
1
2
)t−1
=
n−1∑
t=r+1
(
n
t+ 1
)
pt+1(1− p)n−t−1
t∑
s=r+1
(
t
s
)(
1
2
)t
(∗)
<
n−1∑
t=r+1
(
n
t
)
pt(1− p)n−t
t∑
s=r+1
(
t
s
)(
1
2
)t
= p1r < pr,
where (*) holds due to the fact that p ≤ 1/2; and ( nt+1) < (nt)
as t ≥ r + 1 ≥ (n+ 1)/2.
In case of r = (n− 1)/2 for an odd n, Pr(E2) > 0. Firstly,
from above proof, we have Pr(E1) < p1r. To prove px+r < pr,
we just need to show that Pr(E2) ≤ p2r. This is given by
Pr(E2) = 2
(
n− 1
(n− 1)/2
)(p
2
)n (∗∗)
≤
n∑
s=(n+1)/2
(
n
s
)(p
2
)n
= p2r,
where (**) holds due to the fact that 2
(
n−1
(n−1)/2
) ≤ 2n−1 =∑n
s=(n+1)/2
(
n
s
)
for an odd n ≥ 3.
3) FEC with n0-XOR-then-random dropping: A more gen-
eral approach which can be taken is to execute XOR at the
first n0 > 1 contentions and then random-dropping at the
subsequent ones. In this case, the unsuccessful decoding for a
happens only as the following event occurs:
• En01 : more than r from n packets are discarded during
the transmission;
• En02 : ≥ k− n0 but ≤ k− 1 packets from a are received
at the destination, whilst the knowledge of b could not
help to recover a successfully.
It is easy to see that event En01 occurs as nac ≥ r + 1 and
nc ≥ r + n0 + 1. Thus we have:
Pr(En01 )
=
n∑
t=r+n0+1
(
n
t
)
pt(1− p)n−t ·
t−n0∑
s=r+1
(
t− n0
s
)(
1
2
)t−n0
and
Pr(En02 )
=
n∑
t=2r−n0+2
(
n
t
)
pt(1− p)n−t ·
r∑
s=r−n0+1
(
t− n0
s
)(
1
2
)t−n0
.
Note that in case of 2r−n0+2 > n, we have Pr(En02 ) = 0.
In particular, we have:
Theorem 2: n0-XOR-then-random dropping is better than
(n0 − 1)-XOR-then-random dropping as long as n0 < 2(r +
1)− n.
Proof: It is due to the facts that as n0 < 2(r + 1) − n,
Pr(En02 ) = Pr(En0−12 ) = 0 and Pr(En01 ) < Pr(En0−11 ) by
Pr(En01 )
=
n∑
t=r+n0+1
(
n
t
)
pt(1− p)n−t ·
t−n0∑
s=r+1
(
t− n0
s
)(
1
2
)t−n0
=
n−1∑
t=r+n0
(
n
t+ 1
)
pt+1(1− p)n−t−1
·
t−n0+1∑
s=r+1
(
t− n0 + 1
s
)(
1
2
)t−n0+1
<
n−1∑
t=r+n0
(
n
t
)
pt(1− p)n−t ·
t−n0+1∑
s=r+1
(
t− n0 + 1
s
)(
1
2
)t−n0+1
<
n∑
t=r+n0
(
n
t
)
pt(1− p)n−t ·
t−n0+1∑
s=r+1
(
t− n0 + 1
s
)(
1
2
)t−n0+1
=Pr(En0−11 ).
This completes our proof.
B. Packet loss rate
Now, we derive the data packet loss rates (PLR) for FEC
with random dropping and our proposed combined FEC/NC
scheme with 1 or n0 XORs. Denote the total number of
packets sent from a coded source as n where the number
of data packets (DPs) is k and the number of redundancy
packets (RPs) is r. We use Table I to examine the number of
lost DPs when different schemes are used. Since lost DPs
can be reconstructed from successful arrivals of DPs and
RPs, the number of lost DPs may decrease after a possible
reconstruction. We denote the lost DPs after reconstruction as
DPAR. Note that lost DPAR ≤ lost DPs. If the total number
of lost DPs (i) and lost RPs (j) in a packet set is greater than
the total number of transmitted RPs (r), then reconstruction is
not possible and the number of lost DPAR equals the number
of lost DPs.
1) FEC with random dropping: When contention occurs
to packet ai and bi, either ai or bi is randomly discarded.
Thus, the maximum number of lost DPs in a single pair of
packet sets is k, as at every contention event, exactly one of the
colliding packets is dropped. A packet is lost when the number
of contentions inside a packet set is t > r. The average number
of lost DPs when t contentions happen inside a single packet
set is
PLR =
1
2k
n∑
t=r+1
((
n
t
)
pt(1− p)n−t
∑min(k,t)
i=t−r i
(
k
i
)(
r
t−i
)(
n
t
) )
=
1
2k
n∑
t=r+1
pt(1− p)n−t min(k,t)∑
i=t−r
i
(
k
i
)(
r
t− i
) .
2) FEC with first-XOR-then-random dropping: As it is
shown in Table I, FEC with first-XOR-then-random dropping
can alleviate one loss per packet set when the knowledge of
the packets from the other packet set can help to recover
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Lost DPs (i) Lost RPs (j) Lost DPAR with FEC Lost DPAR with FEC+1 XOR Lost DPAR with FEC+n0 XORs
i=1 0 ≤ j ≤ r − 1 0 0 0
j = r 1 0 (*) 0 (*)
i=2 0 ≤ j ≤ r − 2 0 0 0
j = r − 1 2 0 (*) 0 (*)
j = r 2 1 (*) 0 (*)
3 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 0 ≤ j ≤ r − i 0 0 0
j = r − i+ 1 i 0 (*) 0 (*)
r − i+ 2 ≤ j ≤ r i i− 1 (*) 0 (*)
i = k 0 ≤ j ≤ r − k 0 0 0
j = r − k + 1 k 0 (*) 0 (*)
r − k + 2 ≤ j ≤ r k k − 1 (*) 0 (*)
(*) packets from the other packet set can help recover the lost packets successfully
TABLE I
THE NUMBER OF LOST DPAR IN A PACKET SET AS A FUNCTION OF THE NUMBER OF LOST DPS AND RPS
the lost packets successfully. We always employ XOR at the
first contention of DPs. A packet is lost when the number of
contentions inside a packet set is t > r + 1. In addition, we
should consider that an extra packet is lost when the XORed
packet cannot be decoded (two lost packets due to XORing
at the first contention). Note, that this extra packet loss is
far more unlikely to happen than adequate decoding, since
pr >> pr+1 with a small p.
In particular, the average data packet loss rate is:
PLR =
1
2k
n∑
t=r+2
(
n
t
)
pt(1− p)n−t
·
∑min(k−1,t−1)
i=t−r−1 (i+ 2)
(
k−1
i
)(
r
t−i−1
)(
n−1
t−1
)
=
1
2k
n∑
t=r+2
n
t
pt(1− p)n−t
·
min(k−1,t−1)∑
i=t−r−1
(i+ 2)
(
k − 1
i
)(
r
t− i− 1
)
.
3) FEC with n0-XOR-then-random dropping: A more gen-
eral approach is taken when the first n0 > 1 contentions of
DPs are XORed, and then packets in subsequent contentions
are randomly dropped. A packet is lost when the number of
contentions inside a packet set is t > r+n0. Also in this case,
extra packets can be lost when the XORed packets cannot be
decoded (2n0 lost packets at n0 XORed contentions).
The average data packet loss rate is:
PLR =
1
2k
n∑
t=r+n0+1
(
n
t
)
pt(1− p)n−t
·
∑min(k−n0,t−n0)
i=t−r−n0 (i+ 2n0)
(
k−n0
i
)(
r
t−i−n0
)(
n−n0
t−n0
)
=
1
2k
n∑
t=r+n0+1
∏n
i=n−n0+1 i∏t
j=t−n0+1 j
pt(1− p)n−t
·
min(k−n0,t−n0)∑
i=t−r−n0
(i+ 2n0)
(
k − n0
i
)(
r
t− i− n0
)
.
Fig. 3. Packet loss rates for RS(8,7)
C. Realistic RS code parameters and packet loss rates
The RS code rate for data transmission applications are
generally set to 1/2, if there is no information about the
channel’s loss characteristics. This is well in line with the
finding of Theorem 1, which actually states that this is a
minimum requirement for r for our scheme to be benefi-
cial. However, Theorem 1 and 2 only assume a contention
probability p < 1/2. In the OPS case, most researchers
mention realistic contention probability values in the range
of 10−5 < p < 10−2. In this case, an RS code with a higher
code rate suffices, e.g., RS(8,7) already unlocks the potential
of NC over random dropping. The exact values for n and k
(and thus r) are also dictated by the finite buffering capabilities
of edge routers (for decoding), as well as the incurred delay
and delay requirements. In general, the higher the code rate,
the better the bandwidth utilization; also, the shorter the code
block n, the lower the incurred delay for decoding. It is also
within the realm of possibilities to assign different (n, k) code
parameters to different traffic classes.
Packet loss rates under a realistic range of contention prob-
abilities are shown in Fig. 3; we use RS(8,7) in this example.
Default OPS operation (without FEC or network coding) is
plotted as a baseline. Note the significant improvement from
the baseline through FEC to FEC/NC. In the case of p = 10−2,
for example: the baseline data packet loss rate is PLR = 10−2,
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Fig. 4. Decoding error probabilities for RS(31,26)
FEC can improve this value to PLRFEC = 2.45 · 10−4; while,
FEC/NC further reduces it to PLRNC = 4.92 · 10−6. As it
can be seen in the log-log plot, this trend is consistent across
different contention probabilities, as the proposed combined
FEC/NC scheme reduces the packet loss rate with several
orders of magnitude. Note that with such small contention
probabilities and a relatively short code block n, having
more than 2 contentions inside a packet set has a negligible
probability, hence we exclude XORing more than once.
We also investigate the impact of choosing n0 on the proba-
bility of unsuccessful decoding; when the first n0 contentions
of DPs are XORed. For this purpose, we use RS(31,26) to have
a longer code block allowing for multiple contentions inside
a packet set. Results are plotted in Fig. 4, where we have
separated the low (Fig. 4(a)) and high (Fig. 4(b)) contention
probability cases for visual clarity. When p is low, 3-XOR-
then-random dropping is the best option for the given code
parameters. This means that there are not enough contentions
inside a packet set to use 4-XOR optimally; on the other
hand, 2-XOR cannot unleash the full potential of redundancy
transfer. As we move to the higher contention region (around
p = 10−2), 2-XOR becomes optimal in terms of providing the
lowest probability of unsuccessful decoding.
IV. DISCUSSION
We have presented a first step towards applying combined
FEC and NC in a bufferless network environment, specifically
in OPS; naturally, our work have some limitations. First,
we do not deal with the actual physical implementation of
the proposed scheme. Whether we can use all-optical XOR
gates [18] and optical signal processing [19] needs to be
investigated taking into account coherent and non-coherent
optical transmission modes. Second, we have only considered
and analyzed the case of a single optical packet switch. To
be practical in most scenarios, our scheme has to be extended
to cover multiple switches and the signaling between them;
potentially utilizing an SDN-style control plane. Third, our
scheme targets flows with the same destination within the
OPS network. However, OPS data center networks can be
configured, virtual machines can be deployed and traffic can
be steered accordingly, maximizing the gain of the coding
mechanism.
As for future work in the OPS domain, studying networks
with relevant real-world data center and core network topolo-
gies, a large number of flows and no flow synchronization
using simulation, and designing a coordinated coding mech-
anism for multiple packet switches are all important next
steps. Furthermore, performance and cost comparison with the
numerous existing contention resolution schemes should also
be addressed. Another line of future work could look into other
potential application domains such as on-chip and industrial
sensor-actuator networks.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a combined forward error
correction and network coding scheme to mitigate performance
issues arising in bufferless networks. Specifically, we have
presented a case study for alleviating packet loss in optical
packet switched networks. Our analysis has shown that the
combined coding scheme indeed has potential in increasing
successful decoding probability and reducing data packet
loss rate with orders of magnitude, if the underlying FEC
exhibits sufficient redundancy. Factoring in realistic contention
probabilities in OPS networks, high rate, low overhead RS
codes can be utilized which are able to both reduce packet
loss and meet buffering and decoding delay requirements at the
same time. We believe that such a combined coding scheme
has the potential to be utilized in OPS (data center and core
networks) and other domains such as on-chip and industrial
networks, where (near-)zero buffers are required.
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